Cognitive Gains from Video Game Use in Older Age: A Review of the Literature Corroborating Them

Abstract
This article contains succinct summaries of the published literature regarding strategies that could lead to improved cognitive functioning among older individuals, mechanisms explaining the positive psychological effects of video game use in older age, and psychological factors related to using video games in older age. Factors contributing to the positive impact of video game usage on older adults are discussed, followed by an explanation of how skills acquisition among older adults during video game training appears to transfer to non-practiced tasks, as this could create several advantages in their lives. Due to space limitations, this review does not cover all published literature in this area. Instead, we have focused mainly on the available evidence in support of video game use among older adults. A plethora of research indicates that benefits derived from a singular video game may generalize to a full genre of games. As technology continues to advance, researchers must explore new methods to improve cognitive functioning. Given the high incidence of cognitive impairment among older adults, the need for future research in this area is emphasized.
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Introduction
In this review article, the authors have summarized the published literature supporting the value of video game use on the following topics: improvement of cognitive functioning in older individuals, potential reasons for the positive effects of video game use in older age, and psychological factors related to using video games in older age. It is important for geriatric researchers and practitioners to identify approaches and interventions that minimize the negative effects of the various changes that occur within the aging body. Generally speaking, biological aging results in a decline of both physical and cognitive functioning [1-3]. However, a growing body of literature indicates that taking part in physically and/or mentally stimulating activities may contribute to the maintenance of cognitive abilities and even lead to acquiring cognitive gains [4]. It is important to identify ways to induce cognitive improvements in older age, especially considering that the population of the United States (U.S.) is aging rapidly, with the number of people age 65 and older expected to increase to almost 84 million by 2050 [5]. This suggests that there will likely be a rapid escalation in the number of older individuals living with age-related cognitive impairment. It is currently estimated that there are 5.5 million people in the U.S. who have been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease [6], which is one of the most common forms of dementia [7]. Thus, research aimed at helping older adults maintain good cognitive functioning is highly needed. Due to space limitations, this article is not meant to include all of the available research in this area; it contains mainly supporting evidence on the effects of video game use among older adults. Some opposing evidence is briefly mentioned when covering whether the skills acquired during video game training transfer to non-practiced tasks (which is a particularly controversial topic with ample mixed evidence).

Age-related cognitive impairment
“Normal” age-related cognitive impairment is characterized by problems in distractibility and executive functioning [8] as well as in perception, memory, processing speed, attention, and motor function [9,10]. Even slight levels of impairment in these cognitive domains can negatively impact psychological functioning [11]. Dementia, a more serious form of cognitive impairment, is associated with various psychological symptoms of anxiety and depression (with about 43% of patients with dementia experiencing depression [12]) as well as with psychosis and apathy [12,13]. According to the National Health Interview Survey [14], mild or moderate cognitive impairment is prevalent in approximately 4% of adults age 65 to 74, specifically those who are not institutionalized. However, prevalence rates are higher with increasing age, with mild or moderate cognitive impairment occurring in about 10% of individuals age 75 to 84, and in approximately 20% of people age 85 and older.

Non-video game-based activities and older adults’ cognitive functioning
Although video game-based interventions are the focus of this article, it is important to briefly point out the results of research conducted on other kinds of cognitively stimulating activities, considering that the findings of several published studies have revealed that a variety of non-video game-based activities can help
older adults’ cognitive functioning. The common “use it or lose it” notion supports the view that engaging in a variety of activities can prevent or lessen age-related cognitive decline. For example, researchers found that approximately 30 to 40% of adults age 65 and older report being able to keep their memory sharp by participating in mentally stimulating activities such as reading as well as playing music or chess [15,16]. Cognitive decline can also be reduced through engagement in physical activities and leisure mental activities [17].

The available evidence indicates the existence of several beneficial effects stemming from participating in mentally stimulating activities in older age. For instance, when exploring the effects of a 10-session memory training program on older adults over a 5-year period in a randomized controlled study, significant improvements in memory abilities were found, which remarkably persisted after the 5-year period [18]. Furthermore, a meta-analysis revealed that cognitive training significantly improves performance on various measures of executive as well as cognitive functioning [15]. Similarly, engaging in mentally stimulating activities (e.g., playing piano, acting, and helping children with reading difficulties) can lead to significantly enhanced performance on memory components such as face-name recall and immediate recall, as well as on subjective measures of cognitive performance [15]. While correlational in nature—it is also possible that those who possess greater levels of cognitive functioning already engage in a greater number of mental activities—the above-mentioned findings suggest a meaningful relationship between mentally stimulating activities and cognitive functioning. The following paragraphs contain a summary of the available literature on engagement in video game activities in older age in relation to its multiple psychological and cognitive outcomes.

The efficacy of video games use in older age: cognitive outcomes

As technological advances occur at an accelerated rate, researchers must investigate techniques that could improve quality of life among typically vulnerable populations such as older adults. As previously mentioned, older adults living with cognitive impairments are more likely to experience depression [12-19]. Using video games appears to enhance psychological outcomes in older age; these improvements may be attributable, at least partially, to the fact that game training increases motivation and addresses isolation [20]. Video game designs and technologies have viable applications beyond just mere entertainment, as they can be utilized as teaching tools to improve patients’ health outcomes and advance treatment [21]. During the initial phases of video game research, a common research drawback was that most of the video games used in interventions were not readily available to the public; this limited the generalizability of the related research findings. However, this limitation is no longer as applicable as it was in the past, considering that an increasing amount of research investigating the benefits of using video games in older age is being conducted on publicly available video games.

Researchers examining differences among 140 older adults (age 63 to 92) who played digital games—relative to those who did not—measured two aspects of play: frequency (e.g., regular gamers, occasional gamers, and non-gamers) and type (e.g., digital card games, Wii games, and puzzle games). Older individuals who regularly or even occasionally engaged in digital games obtained significantly better scores on well-being in addition to lower scores on negative affect and depression [22]. Moreover, in an experimental study regarding the effects of video games on older adults’ affect, participants who exhibited symptoms of sub-syndromal depression were instructed to play Nintendo's Wii sports gaming console for a 12-week intervention period: 3 sessions lasting 35 minutes per week [19]. Playing games that combined game play with exercise (referred to as exergames) enhanced cognitive stimulation, positive effect, and physical activity. A systematic review synthesized 38 studies on the impact of video gaming on health-related outcomes; remarkably, regardless of age, video games use improved 69% of psychological therapy outcomes and 50% of physical activity outcomes [23].

The efficacy of video games: cognitive outcomes

Not only could video games have a positive effect on psychological health in older age, but they could also have a similar effect on cognitive functioning. This is based on the findings of a growing body of literature on the positive relationship between video game use and older adults’ cognitive performance [24-28]. For instance, older adults playing the commercially available video game Brain Age for 6 weeks experienced significant gains on a variety of cognitive outcomes compared to a control group (average $d = 1.16$ [29]). Similar findings were reported on a sample of 22 non-institutionalized older individuals living in Holland who engaged in home-based training for the duration of 5 weeks (weekly amount of training time$=5$ hours). More specifically, their performance on Card Sorting Tasks [30]—a task of cognitive processing speed—was significantly improved [31]. In an investigation conducted in Spain, engaging in computer games specifically constructed to improve cognitive rehabilitation [32] resulted in decreased cognitive impairment on the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE [33]), a neuropsychological assessment utilized for diagnosing dementia (which assesses orientation, registration, attention and calculation, recall, and language).

The study was conducted on 46 cognitively impaired older adults playing a computer game (interactive multimedia internet-based system) for a 12-week (3 weekly 20-minute sessions) intervention period. Improvements were noted immediately following the intervention ($d=32$), and were present even at a 12-week follow up ($d=47$). There is also research suggesting that engagement in computer games is associated with a higher release of dopamine, a neurotransmitter responsible for learning and reinforcement of behavior [34] as well as motor rehabilitation benefits [35]. Additionally, acquiring motivation to play computer games has been associated with an increase in gray matter, which aids brain processes including strategic planning and working memory, as well as motor performance such as navigation strategy [36]. A meta-analysis that covered 36 studies and included 58 effect sizes revealed that, in a population of older adults with MMSE scores over 26, playing video games had a beneficial impact on executive function ($g=0.76$) and processing speed ($g=0.54$ [37]). Overall, the available literature points strongly to the cognitive benefits of video game use in older age.
Are skills acquired in video game training transferrable to non-practiced tasks?

There is ongoing investigation into whether non-practiced skills related to cognitive function can transfer to tasks that were not practiced during video game training [4]. Generalizability of benefits can become an issue when the skills and abilities gained from using a video game are unique to those tasks practiced in the game. The limitation of generalizability implies that improvements in cognitive abilities acquired from playing video games may not be important in real life. However, several empirical investigations have provided evidence in support of transfer effects. For instance, older adults trained to play commercially available games achieved large gains in outcome variables not directly tied to the games themselves, including improvements in both short-term and long-term memory skills (average d = 1.17 [28]). Similarly, older individuals playing a commercially available video game (Pac-Man) demonstrated significant improvements in word recall skills – an outcome not directly linked to the video game – compared to a non-video game playing group (d = 0.47 [38]). Such findings suggest that playing video games can serve as a valuable tool for the improvement of both practiced and not practiced cognitive outcomes and can result in broad-based improvements in cognitive functioning.

Advancements in technology have facilitated the accumulation of a body of literature revealing that older users of video games are able to transfer the skills that they learned to domains beyond the ones that they directly practiced. For instance, although multitasking performance scores assessed using a custom-designed 3-D video game (NeuroRacer) deteriorate linearly from 20 to 79 years of age, when older adults age 60 to 85 played an adaptive version of the game (compared to their control groups counterparts), they attained levels that were beyond those of untrained 20 years old individuals, and these gains persisted for 6 months. Electroencephalography showed that age-related deficits decreased after engaging in multitasking training, which led to improvements in control abilities that were not trained, such as working memory and sustained attention [39]. Additionally, a study required older adults over 65 years of age to maintain information in short term memory by coordinating several cognitive processes corresponding with gaming strategies, as well as utilizing resource management by shifting attention between various stimuli efficiently. The implementation of a real-time strategy game (an adaptation of a commercially available game, Rise of Nations) involving 15 training sessions within 4 to 5 weeks (training session length = 1 and ½ hour) revealed significant differences across several wide-ranging cognitive skills including, but not limited to, reasoning (d = .55), task switching (d = 1.02), and working memory (d = .82 [40]). Furthermore, a meta-analysis that synthesized 20 experimental studies (conducted between 1986 and 2013) revealed that video game training improved a variety of different cognitive functions including global cognition, attention, memory, and reaction time [41].

It is feasible that the published literature’s observed gains in scores on several outcome measures were due, at least in part, to the extensive use of various coordinated cognitive skills. Several studies have demonstrated that engaging in cognitive training, which advances beyond specific skill practicing and focuses more on coordination among complex cognitive strategies, is correlated with broad-based gains in cognitive functioning. These findings may be attributable, at least partially, to the evidence suggesting that other tasks and wide-ranging gains share common underlying demands with cognitive functions [42]. It should be noted that not all research in this area uncovered evidence of transfer effects, as the aforementioned body of research is in direct opposition to studies that have reported methodological challenges regarding claims of transferability (see Boot, Blakey, & Simons [43] for a review on this topic). Other studies have failed to show that transferability occurs; for instance, when examining the impact of playing video games (in this case Brain Age 2 and Mario Kart) on an array of cognitive outcomes not tied directly to the games in question (e.g., memory and reasoning), researchers were unable to achieve meaningful differences between the video game and control groups with respect to either memory (d = -.01) or reasoning (d = -1.2 [44]). Research is needed to test the consistency of the transfer effect across the available literature and to reveal conditions under which transfer is most likely to occur. Given the vastly mixed empirical evidence on this topic, this is an area that requires further investigation. It is possible, for example, that more cognitively demanding video games are more likely to produce transfer effects than less demanding games, but this needs to be verified experimentally.

The outcome measures utilized to assess the impact of cognitive interventions can be categorized by speed of processing and accuracy. Speed of processing measures (e.g., Card Sorting Tasks) typically entail basing scores on the length of time needed to complete a task (usually utilizing a stopwatch or computer device), whereas scores on accuracy measures are usually dependent on the number of correct responses (e.g., MMSE). As previously mentioned, a linear decline in processing speed is most commonly observed as people age [10, 45]. Declines in processing speed often precede cognitive impairments in later life [45]; as such, video game interventions may have a greater influence on timed measures than on accuracy measures. Relative exposure appears to play a major role in the extent of transferability of skills learned from video game interventions, including processing speed or accuracy measures. Nonetheless, more empirical evidence is warranted prior to drawing any definitive conclusions on this topic.

Conceptualizations of why video game use could improve older adults’ cognitive functioning

Cognitive Enrichment Hypothesis. The available empirical evidence indicates that there are beneficial effects in implementing video game interventions to improve cognitive functioning in older age. The Cognitive Enrichment Hypothesis [4] is the notion that malleability of late life-cognition may depend on individual differences. Research on the motivation, feedback, and reinforcement offered by video gaming provides supportive evidence for this notion [46]. According to this framework, the lower and upper thresholds of cognitive functioning are molded by (a) biological aging and (b) person-specific developmental histories as well as inherited traits. This perspective indicates that the pliability of late life cognition is rooted in the interaction...
between biological changes resulting from the average process of aging and individual discrepancies resulting from experiential and genetic factors. Therefore, the maximum potential for which cognitive intervention could impact cognition is reliant on the upper limits of cognitive functioning of the particular research participant, which is in turn affected by age-related cognitive decline and individual differences. In a study on 35 healthy younger adults (age 20 to 30) and 19 healthy older adults (age 66 to 80), participants were compared on their performance on a word recall task upon engaging in 38 training sessions. The latter were created to improve the encoding and the retrieval of a list of words from memory. Both groups achieved gains in word recall, which suggest the existence of cognitive plasticity within younger and older adults, but there was a sizable difference between age groups (d = 1.47 [47]). This difference has been reported in several investigations (for more information, see a review by Hertzog and colleagues [4]). Thus, although some available evidence indicates that older individuals can improve the quality of their cognitive performance via training, not all age-related declines can be fully offset by training. The encouraging news is that, even if older people often are not able to perform at the level of younger adults, they can still improve their cognitive functioning. Supporting the Cognitive Enrichment Hypothesis [4], the aforementioned evidence corroborates the notion that video game interventions can enhance cognitive functioning in older age; this is particularly true if the samples in question consist of non-institutionalized individuals with little or no cognitive impairment, as they are typically characterized by higher limits of cognitive functioning.

Other Conceptualizations

Cognitive Engagement: Some of the characteristics of the learning experience acquired from video game training are immediate feedback and a high degree of user control that lead participants into an interactive learning experience. Using technology in these conditions can induce positive gains in cognitive skills [48].

Computer Instructions: Allowing game users to choose the pace at which information is delivered can enhance both engagement with the computer-based tool as well as learning [49,50]. By the same token, computer-assisted instructions provide feedback to learners. This feedback is particularly effective when the goals are well-defined; receiving it is highly associated with achieving those goals and is also most valuable when feedback covers achievement/progress regarding current activities, as it can lead learners through activities that are required to achieve specific goals [51].

Video Game Instructions: Similar to feedback, video games - in particular those that were created with the intent to enhance cognitive functioning or learning - give users a way to control game pacing. Video games provide an immersive experience [52]; thus, given their very nature, their use has the potential to increase learning and cognitive engagement, which in turn could increase older adults' chance to attain their maximum cognitive operating level, in line with the aforementioned Cognitive Enrichment Hypothesis [4].

Video games attitudes and use in relation to self-efficacy and self-esteem

Since the 1980s and even earlier, research has revealed a negative opinion of video games in older age [53], for reasons spanning from lack of interest to lack of perceived need [54]. Investigations regarding older individuals' attitudes toward video games are scarce, as are those concerning whether such attitudes are related to the efficacy of video game interventions. There is some evidence suggesting a positive link between older adults' attitudes about computer instructions in general and computer technology training [55]. This pattern has been found in non-video gaming platforms. For example, teaching older adults how to use a digital platform has resulted in greater contact with information and communication technologies, which in turn generated enhanced attitudes towards learning and self-confidence [56]. Moreover, video game training appears to have a positive effect on older users' attitudes toward video games [54].

Health status is positively related to attitudes toward computerized technology [57,58]. Concerning anxious symptomatology, a longitudinal study on youth and older adults showed that intergenerational playing of video games can decrease intergroup anxiety in older age, with older research participants exhibiting lower anxiety levels towards youth [59]. Additionally, people's beliefs about their capacity to affect their environment are positively related to both their health status and level of cognitive performance [60-64]. In particular, older adults with strong essentialist beliefs about aging (i.e., activation of negative age stereotypes) have demonstrated weaker memory performance [65]. Moreover, cognitive performance is highly correlated with individuals' belief that cognitive abilities change over time. Indeed, those who believe that these abilities diminish in older age exert less effort towards the maintenance of such abilities and are more likely to view poor performance as an indication of this decline, while those who believe in the malleability of cognition and score higher on self-efficacy are more likely to set high personal goals (including the achievement of milestones in video games) and to commit long-term to achieving these goals, regardless of whether their performance is poor at first [61-66].

When coupled with corresponding efforts, the aforementioned positive self-perceptions are positively related to improved cognitive performance [60,61], with a higher sense of self-efficacy being related to higher levels of cognitive functioning [67,68]. Furthermore, in an intervention study, engaging in interactive computer-based education enhanced older adults' sense of personal control in long-term care [69]. Moreover, older adults with a history of hip fracture who underwent virtual reality exposure therapy showed gains in sense of control [70]. Thus, it is plausible to expect that future video game interventions, based on the newest games, will result in gains in self-efficacy. Self-efficacy and self-esteem appear to be improved by cognitive interventions, perhaps also due to the fact that these two constructs may reflect a higher order common construct, being highly correlated (r = .60), as reported in meta-analytic work covering 75 studies published between 1966 and 2000 [71].
The findings in question suggest that the relationship between self-esteem and self-efficacy is possibly accounted by a single core construct. However, the generalizability of the aforementioned meta-analysis is limited by the fact that the studies covered were conducted mainly on younger adults. Either way, self-efficacy can increase as a function of achieving cognitive gains following video game training. According to the Social Cognitive Theory [72], the belief that one is capable of achieving success at a task – including playing a video game – represents a cognitive process that can increase one’s sense of environmental control despite the commonly experienced limitations stemming from a reduction in age-related cognitive abilities. In line with this framework, there is a set of linked constructs, including one’s high self-efficacy perceptions, which translate into greater cognitive effort that, conversely, can result in greater feelings of control and cognitive functioning. Cognitive gains have been related to both increased personal control and enhanced self-esteem, as offering older adults a rewarding technology experience in the form of computer training has led to improvements in their self-esteem and sense of control [73].

Discussion

The findings of multiple studies suggest that skills obtained from video game use could enhance quality of life for people age 65 or older. Since the 1980s, researchers have found this population to be 5 times more likely to need aid in performing various activities of daily living including meal preparation, self-grooming, money management, and other self-maintenance abilities [74]. Considering the projected increase in the number and percentage of the population in question, it is likely that a growing number of older adults will experience difficulties in functional abilities. Thus, it is imperative to design technological interventions targeting the enhancement of functional independence and ability to perform activities of daily living in older age. To this end, games utilization can not only enhance cognitive skills, but also be utilized as a way to improve cognitive reserves and subjective well-being [75]. In turn, this could preserve quality of life in older age and inhibit the onset of dementia (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease). This article has provided a concise review of the available literature exclusively in support of the beneficial effects of video game use in older age; this circumscribed scope is a limitation of the article, which was dictated by space limits. Moreover, several video games studied experimentally are now either outdated or not generally accessible to the public. Nonetheless, there could be multiple shared traits among experimentally analyzed video games; those shared characteristics might be generalizable to a large group of comparable video games, some of which are broadly accessible. All things considered, it is too soon to decide whether the benefits achieved from using a particular video game can be generalized to a particular class of video games.

In accordance with the Cognitive Enrichment Hypothesis [4], older individuals have the plasticity necessary to gain several advantages from playing video games. However, more studies should be conducted to clarify the degree to which the abilities obtained through computer game use in older age impact particular or wide-based cognitive functions. Due to the lack of definite evidence on this topic, consideration should be given to the fact that publicly accessible games that have been tested empirically and have shown promising effects on cognitive functioning in older age could positively impact a greater number of older adults than games that are not available to the public. It is possible that the high amount of feedback and the high level of engagement provided by video games could increase transferability of the skills that older adults gain via using these games; yet, such transferability may depend on the specific nature of each video game and on the level of process coordination that is necessary in order for the older person to adequately play the game. Required by the older person in order to adequately play the game. Moreover, in view of the fact that older age often leads to reduced cognitive processing speed, future research on the effect of video games on cognitive functions could cover more thoroughly whether video game interventions have a greater effect on timed than on non-timed cognitive assessments. Overall, there seems to be sufficient empirical evidence to infer that publicly available video games are a conceivably suitable choice for aging individuals who are hoping to improve their cognitive capacities. This could be especially the case for healthy and community-dwelling older adults, who have been the focus of most of the studies reviewed herein.

Additionally, improvements in older adults’ cognitive functioning have been associated with psychological benefits such as enhanced self-efficacy. Due to the fact that self-esteem and self-efficacy appear to be improved by participating in cognitive interventions, as described earlier, perhaps engaging in video game use in older age could enhance self-efficacy; research is needed in this area. Also, empirical evidence suggests that, with increased exposure to and use of video games, older adults tend to acquire more positive views of this technology. Such technological use could lead to their recognition of the value and advantages of using video games, and this could in turn positively reflect on their self-esteem as they label themselves as video game users; more studies are needed on this topic.

Conclusion

As a final note, video game activities - especially video game use that also requires the engagement in physical activity – could be conducted within family or geriatric institution settings, with potential additional benefits for older adults that still need to be studied. These activities could strengthen the bond existing among the individuals involved, providing an opportunity for older adults to exercise and interact with their loved ones in an entertaining way. Moreover, gains that are comparable to those described earlier could be achieved if these video game-based activities become part of social gatherings, in addition to fostering social connections and friendships. Based on the aforementioned prior evidence, combining older adults’ mental and physical stimulation with social interactions via using video games side by side with others could provide unexplored added bonuses for the enhancement of their quality of life.
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